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Pioneering Turkish insurance industry with its global
know-how and innovative approaches, AXA aims to provide
the most innovative service for its customers with the vision
of “payer-to-partner transformation”. At its digitalization
journey supported by Insurance 4.0 approach, AXA reached
the capacity and performance increase in storage through
NetApp All-Flash AFF8080.

Data storage performance
of AXA is under NetApp
guarantee
Aiming to become 4.0 of insurance business in Turkey, AXA adopts the cutting-edge
technology with all of its agents, employees and processes to provide the best service
for its customers. Going beyond the perception of “company that compensates damages”
and aiming to become a “solution partner”, AXA delivers service in Turkey with more than
700 employees, 9 regional offices, 4 regional representative offices and many banking
channels. Having near 500 servers and 260 terabyte live data in its data center, AXA has
preferred NetApp’s next-generation data storage solution in order to leverage its assets
with the highest performance at the most reasonable cost.

EXCELLENT SPEED
UNLEASHED BY THE
CUTTING-EDGE FLASH
TECHNOLOGY

ADVANCED BUSINESS
CONTINUITY AND
BACK-UP AT LESS COST

CONTACT

“As a company giving 7/24 service, working with its data capital and pioneering its sector,
we have reached the desired performance with the capacity and low latency provided by
NetApp AFF8080. Having premium qualities in terms of cost-performance, this
technology eliminated the business interruptions and financial loss concerns that can
occur due to data access problems.”
AXA Turkey, Network and Information Systems Security Manager, Yaşar Geren
MIGRATION WAS FINALIZED
WITH MINIMUM
INTERRUPTION AND
WITHOUT ANY PROBLEMS
Digitalization is one of the prioritized
objectives of AXA which introduced
Insurance 4.0 concept on the basis of
Industry 4.0 to its sector. While AXA is
easing its agents’ lives through the
most modern and advanced
technologies and aiming to transform
its services, AXA decided to move its
data storage system to
new-generation flash disk units
enabling a considerable increase in the
performance. In order to get benefit of
premium I/O speed and technological
qualities unleashed by the high-speed
disk technologies, AXA deployed
NetApp’s All-Flash solution considering
the cost efficiency as well.
As part of the project, critical data of
AXA in current NetApp data storage
system was migrated to All-Flash
environment. Having an IT
environment equipped with NetApp
technology for years, data
management and migration process
were finalized without any problem.
Stating that they assessed various disk
producers with comprehensive tests,
Yaşar Geren, AXA Turkey Network and
Information Systems Security Manager,
said, “NetApp solutions proved the
best result in terms of
cost-performance criteria. We have
been working with NetApp for a long
time. We have rooted experience from
the past. This experience has provided

us with a great advantage in migration
and data management. Migration was
finalized with minimum interruption
and without any problem.”
Refering to the growth of their data
systems, Geren continued as follows:
“Structured and unstructured data
were hosted on AFF8080. The data of
various platforms as exchange, file
servers and SQL were kept on
AFF8080 as well. While these systems
are serving for near 700 internal users,
some applications working on the
system are being used by 1500 users at
agents.”
RETURN ON INVESTMENT
IN THREE YEARS:
NETAPP AFF8080
Delivering a remarkable performance
increase through NetApp’s flash
technology, AXA gained added value
with additional features such as data
deduplication and compression.
Thanks to these additional features, ½
space was saved in spite of the
complex data hosted in the systems.
Additionally, with NetApp MetroCluster
and Snapshot, considerable
improvements were achieved in RTO
and RPO.
Stating that they have upgraded the
disk performance through increase in
I/O performance and low latency
achieved by AFF8080, Geren assessed
the NetApp solution as follows: “We
believe that AFF8080 is a good
solution for us in terms of the capacity

and increased performance.
Considering our future growth, we
decided on this solution. In terms of
business continuity, we should ensure
the system back-up. For this reason,
we deployed the devices on
MetroCluster structure. While we were
comparing device models, we did
research on this issue. When we
consider the cost related to the
support services, electricity saving by
the flash disk and space saving in
storage, we foresaw that our
investment on NetApp technology
would pay itself in three years.”
Providing a consistent data
performance with its
easy-management and low failure
rates, NetApp AFF8080 eliminated the
performance related concerns of AXA
where the software and infrastructure
is usually developed by the internal IT
teams. Because any decrease in
performance directly impacts the
production, AXA, having ensured its
disk performance with NetApp
technology, will continue to opt for
NetApp solutions depending on the
increasing data amount during its fast
digitalization process.
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Leading organizations worldwide count on
NetApp for software, systems and services
to manage and store their data. Customers
value our teamwork, expertise and passion
for helping them succeed now and into the
future. www.netapp.com
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